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The HUMES TIGER

JOREJVORD
This issue, the February 1929 "Tiger," is an attempt to
pin the everchanging scenes of our all too quickly vanished
days at dear old Humes—an attempt seemingly in vain. The
wheels of time have rolled around and it is now our time, the
second class, from Humes. Time and tide wait for no one
and never again can we study, lounge, laugh and gossip
through those glorious High School days. We know what it
will cost to leave behind scenes and friendships which cling
close to the heart. But perhaps those four brief years were
not in vain. For if—just as you may some day thumb
through your long unused History or Geometry book and
grin at the stuff scribbled on the fly leaf of each. And
just as you may in the long years ahead, when your hair
is streaked with gray, you may turn these pages and idle
awhile in the company of your old pals and cronies of by
gone days and wonder what has become of each, and long
for them back again. You may idle awhile in the pages
of your old "Memory Book" and happily reflect over the
poems written there, or grip a long-hidden baseball bat, or
revel in the smell of your old moth-eaten jersey up in the
attic, and be stirred to hum that old school song "Oh when
those Humes Hi boys fall in line, etc."

The HUMES TIGER

SENIOR SOLILOQUY
In Room 314 on the third floor of Humes High as the
sun was casting its lengthened shadows across the Father
of Waters sat a lone Senior of the February 1929 class. He
had come to the Senior of the February 1929 class. He had
come to the parting of the ways—his High School days were
the Past, his College days the Future. No days will ever
surpass those spent with these February '29 Seniors which
number ten sturdy boys, seven modest lassies, and a dimin
utive Home Room teacher who has a heart atune with youth.
On the evening of February the first we shall join hands
and with a diploma as a symbol of the approval of our work
finished at dear old Humes we shall cross the threshold into
a realm of greater usefulness and larger possibilities.
We have loved the hours, days, weeks and months spent
in this Home Room but here we must not always stay.
Sacrificing parents urge us on, self-respect bids us lift our
eyes upward, Senior teachers bid us God-speed, Success bids
us on, so come Class Mates and join this lone Senior in
climbing the heights of the Future. We must put power
into action, yes we must put power into service.
FRED GOLDBERG

EVELYN GROVES
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SENIOR JACULTY
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT
Miss Jennie Allensworth
Miss Josephine Allensworth
Mrs. Eleanor Spence
Mrs. Mary Baskerville Green
FOREIGN LANGUAGES
Miss Nola Allmond—Spanish
Mrs. Maria Kimbrough Bacon—Latin
Miss Louise Anderson—French
COMMERCIAL
Mr. Clay C. Jones—Law and Bookkeeping
Miss Mary Alice Pilkington—Shorthand and Typing
HISTORY
Mrs. Elenor Spence
Mrs. Maria Kimbrough Bacon—Sociology and Economics

ISAAC LOSKOVE

FRED GOLDBERG

HOME ECONOMICS
Miss Mildred Scrivener
Miss Lucille Ham—Sewing
Miss Ambrosia Noetzel—Cooking
MATHEMATICS

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
1
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
CIRCULATION MANAGER
HUMOR EDITOR ...
...—

—

FRED GOLDBERG
LESLIE BRADOW
ISAAC LOSKOVE
HERMAN LAZAROV
MORRIS WEISS

JACULTY z.
MRS. MARIA KIMBROUGH BACON

CLASS COLORS
"BLUE AND WHITE"

Miss Elizabeth England
ART
Miss Margaret Crebs
Mr. George Edwin Shoffner—Manual Arts
Mr. Otis Lewis Freeman—Manual Arts
MUSIC

Miss Virginia Lee Alexander
Miss Elsa Alice Schilling

EXPRESSION

ATHLETICS
Miss Mildred Denham—Girls
Mr. Walter Hiltpoldt and Mr. Otis Lewis Freeman—Boys
SCIENCE

CLASS CREED
We believe in Hands That Work—Brains That Think—And Hearts That Love

CLASS .MOTTO
"You Can Do Anything You Idealize"

Mr. SimaJYinfield

SENIOR OFFICERS
William Taylor—President
Fred Goldberg—Vice-President

Pauline Sweeney—Secretary
Sara Strong—Treasurer
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SENIORS
Leslie Bradoiv
Leslie has made mighty good use
of his time and has taken unto him
self friends, merits, time, a good
name, numerous prizes in his wood
work,—and—sixteen credits. He is
liked by the students not only for his
unassuming manners, and for the
good sport that he is, but also by
the teachers in the class room. To
be sure he is well bred. We hereby
bequeath him a pat on the back and
best wishes as he goes forward.
Sr. Football Team—'28.
Sergeant Military—'28
Glee Club
Valedictorian.

Lillie Elk
Lillie Elk, a very quiet and demure
young lady, is greatly liked by all her
classmates. She is studious and seems
to enjoy her work. She has little
difficulty in mingling with people
and making friends, among her class
mates. There will be many' students
to regret the loss of her because of
graduating.
Treasurer of the Girl Reserve—'27.
Representative
Conference—'26

at

Girl

Reserve

Glee Club—'25
Know Your City Club—'28.
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SENIORS

SENIORS
Fred Goldberg

Herman Lazarov

To that group of fellows who chose
Humes as the arena in which to
fight out their Senior Class battles
with Latin, debating and such things
does Fred belong. He is good hearted.
Our greatest regret is that Fred is not
just entering Humes instead of being
a Senior. His surdy, reliable type is
not found in many a day's journey.
Wherever he goes he will always
have warm friends. Now as he goes
out from Humes and into college, the
best wishes of his fellow students go
with him, and will follow him, we
believe, up the ladder of success.
Debating Team—'26—'27—'28.
Vice-Pres. Debating Club—'28.
Vice-Pres. Sr. Class.
Editor-in-Chief of "TIGER".
Jr. Football Team—'27.
Capt. Sr. Football Team—'28.

2500 years too late. A noble youth
built along Grecian sport model lines,
athletic and full of the Humes spirit.
As right-fielder and as half back
Herman could always be depfended
upon. Not only is he an athlete but
also a musician as he is in our band
so is partly to blame for the music
it furnishes. He is a letter man.
All in all Herman is a genuinely
good associate and the type a school
likes to have among its students.
Football—'27—'28.
Baseball—'27—'28.
Senior Football—'27.
Band—'26—'27—'28—'29.
H Club—'27—'28.
Dramatic Club—'26.
Chesterfield Club—'27.
Circulation Manager—Tigers.

Joyce Graham
Joyce Graham we all know well
from her quiet, dignified ways. She
is fifteen years old and the youngest
member of our class. She finished
High School in three years with good
grades in all her subjects. She in
tends entering West Tennessee State
Teachers College in the spring term.
She is a charter member of the Math
Wrinkle Club.

Evelyn Groves
Evelyn Groves is known throughout
the school for her willingness and
ability to help in a "pinch." During
the first part of 1928 she belonged
to the Latin Club, but later joined the
Math Wrinkle Club of which she was
soon elected reporter.

Math Wrinkle Club.
Youngest of Senior Class.
Sec. Of Sewing Class III,
Chairman of Sewing Class IV.

13

—'28-

Reporter Math Wrinkle's—'28.
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Max Nemetz
Isaac Loskove

Max, our musician, who can make
a violin sound like a—well a violin.
He is a clean-minded, hard-working
fellow with an enviable disposition
which has caused him to be generally
liked. All the way from Krassen,
Russia, Max came to our sunny clime.
He is warm hearted, kind and studious.
He completed his high school course
in two and half years. When and
wherever you saw Max there you saw
a smile playing around his mouth.
Just continue to smile thus cheering
others along life's way.
Chairman Orchestra—'29.
Concert Master—'29.
Spelling Class Winner—'26.
Orchestra Club—'28.
Prize winner in manual training
contest—'27,—'28.
Corporal R. O. T. C.—'28.

Among the select group that back
Humes through thick and thin is
Isaac. He is somewhat stunted. His
cheerful personality has helped him
to win a place in the hearts of Humes
students. His good nature is exceed
ed only by his red hair. His dimples
too, girls, may be watching out for
you. He has been valuable in his
work in financing this Senior issue.
In the future we are expecting to
read of the great financial success of
this our business manager.
Bus. Manager—"Tiger."
Treas. Phunology Club.
Coach Senior Team—'28.
Bus. Manager Humes Hi Herald—
'28.

Louise Johnsey
We all know Louise Johnsey as the
flapper of the 12-2 class, and every
one says she is very "cute." She has
been a member of Glee Club for 4
years, and also School Reporter. She
has belonged to Girl Reserves, and
was cheerleader in 1927 and 1928.
She made a lovely sponsor cf military
in '28.
Glee Club—'26,—'27,—'28,—'28,—
'29.
Girl Reserves
Sponsor of Military—'28.
School Reporter—'26,—'27,—'27,—
'29.
Cheer Leader—'28,—'29.
Chairman of Sewing Class II.

Hannah Plesofsky
Hannah Plesofsky is a girl who
is known for her beautiful black hair
and her remarkable manners. She is
social to everyone. Everybody who
knows Hannah will never forget her.
We know that whatever she does, in
life, success will surely follow her.
Girl Reserve.
Glee Club.
Chairman of Sewing Class.
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SENIORS
Louis Wein
Frank Smith

From Warsaw, Poland Louis came.
Whien Tennessee claimed him for her
sonj she made of him linked sweetness
long drawn out. He is only eight
feet counting the two on the ground.
Every class has its long and lean
member. Our Louis is this one. Also
he is long on talk, long on compli
ments and long on generosity. Hav
ing drained the cup of knowledge at
Humes High, Louis will now enter
the business world. Success to ycu,
Louis.

We knew him first as the fellow
with Irish blue eyes, studious dis
position, and dignified bearing who
hailed from Pope, Mississippi. Frank
is somewhat reserved, clean-minded,
highly honorable and a hard worker.
Wherever any piece of manual-train
ing equipment is found, close beside
it will be Frank, guarding it with his
life so fond is he cf this line of work.

Member Chesterfield Club—'27.
Senior Football team—-'28.

Pauline Sweeney
Sara Strong
Sara Strong a member of our class
born in Brookhaven, Mississippi in
the "Little Yellow House " by the side
of the road. She is well known for
her grin which is seen at all times.
Everyone knows her when they see
her in the little "Black Ford"—which
is every day.
Basket Ball—'26,—'27.
Class Treasurer.
Cashier—'27,—'29.
School Reporter.
Sponsor Military.
Salutatorian.

Pauline Sweeney is a most effic
ient secretary and a very charming
young lady. She has made many
friends during her high school years
at Humes. She is also interested in
the activities of the school, being a
member of the Girl Reserves since
it was organized in Humes. One cf
the most outstanding facts is that she
respects and appears to like every fel
low student and teacher. She is sen
sible and quiet with a pleasing dis
position which naturally raises her in
the mind of friends and co-workers.
Glee Club—'25.
Vice Pres. Girl Reserves—'26.
Pres. Girl Reserves—'27.
Know Your City Club—'28.
Sec. Senior Class—'29.
Chairman Sewing III—'29.
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Morris Weiss
Morris, otherwise "Mook," is a goodnatured, easy' going, level-headed sort
of human, with an ever-ready grin,
greeting and confidence—inspiring
trait. He never lacks for a word or a
reply. He seems possessed of a funloving spirit which dispels all sem
blance of seriousness. We shall miss
his rare sense of humor and pleasant
mannerisms. He is especially hand
some as his photo plainly demon
strates.
Member of Chesterfield Club—'27.
Captain Jr. Football Team—'27.
Sr. Football Team—'28.
Varsity Baseball—'28.

George Wirt
William Taylor
George is tall, slender, lazy-like,
and a crack in any athletic togs—-for
looks and action both. We contend
George should have been born in
Athens where he probably would have
had five dates a week with Pallas,
Athene, and Venus. His diet is dates
with peaches. He hailed from Dardanelle, Arkansas. He resembles Abe
Lincoln from his tonsils down.
Football—'28.
Major Military—'28.
Law Club—'28.

William is a familiar sight around
here and is as popular as Senior Priv
ileges. He has grown up here in
Humes High, quite a bit up, and has
grown in other ways here too. He
departs a first-class A number one,
1929 model Senior, with all accessor-'
William is a musician as well as
an all-round good fellow as shown
by his position in the Band and in
the Orchestra. He has taken his
part in the activities of the school
and each year more honors are heaped

upon him, but he wears them worthily
and is still the same old Bill. To
know him is to like him always, for
few can resist the charm of his per
sonality.
Class president—10-2, 11-1, 11-2,
12-1, 12-2.

Vice president—10-1.
Sec. Hi Y—'26.
Captain Band—'26,—'27,—'28,—'29.
Orchestra, Golf Team—'27,—'28.—
Jr.
Jr. Football Team—'27, Sr. Foot
ball Team—'28.
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OUR MOTTO

OUR giFT

"YOU CAN DO ANYTHING YOU IDEALIZE"
Much is implied in these six words, so much that this has been the
theme in the writings of our best English and American authors for centuries.
This theme is peculiarly American since Hawthorne had the Great Stone Face
to be the ideal which shaped the destiny and formed the character of Earnest.
For ages writers and sociologists have tried to impress humanity that it
is not solely heredity, nor environment, nor the blending of these two, but
the truth that "you can do anything you idealize" which makes the worth
while man or woman of today.
These six words mean hard work and the putting of your ideas into
practice to accomplish your aim in life. This is the aim of the Senior class
of February 1929. When we graduate from Humes let this be one of the
things that we carry with us throughout our lives, our motto, 'you can do
anything you idealize.'
Let it also be used by the coming senior classes. Let its meaning and
also the necessity of its practice impress all who are to be seniors in Humes.
Is your ideal at the bottom or at the top of the ladder of success ?
HERMAN LAZAROV

OUR CREED

The Seniors of Feb. 1929 take great pleasure in presenting to the school
a relief, "The Spirit of 1917." .

The February 1929 Seniors agree that their creed is
"We believe in hands that work
Brains that think and
Hearts that love."
Were all occupations carried on by WORKING hands directed by THINK
ING brains and these two prompted by LOVING hearts there would be no
need for penal institutions,we would never more read of kidnapped children
or murdered wives.
It is the unused hands which labor not; the idle brain which is the Devil's
workshop; the loveless heart that feeds on jealously or suspicion until once
happy homes are torn asunder and the inmates are divested of holy ambitions,
Our ETERNAL triangle is

The Spirit of 1917 was modeled by Bryant Baker to commemorate the
entry of the United States into the World War. He desired to show in this
panel the extensive co-operation of the entire nation in this undertaking. As
you will notice in the panel the army and navy march side by side with
Columbia flanked on one side by the Red Cross and on the other side by the
man with the anvil typifying labor. Above in the skies you will find the
airplanes. The idea being that the American people as a whole were united
to uphold their statement "That Government of the people, by the people,
for the people shall not perish from the earth."
JOYCE GRAHAM

FRANK SMITH
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LAST WILL zAND TESTAMENT
We, the February 1929 Seniors, of Humes High School, county of Shelby,
State of Tennessee being in our sound minds, in order to depart with the
good-will of everybody, to establish tranquility, to provide for last sweet
hearts and in almost every way to amend for the "gap" which will remain
after our departure, do will and bequeath the following to the stated members
of the beloved faculty and those mentioned of the student body.
Art. 1. To Mr. S. L. Eagsdale, Miss Eleanor Richardson, and Miss
Annie M. Prescott we leave the care of the future Senior classes. This care
is to be divided equally.
Art. 2. To Hazel Fuson and Golden Seats, Pauline Sweeney and Lillie
Elk, the "Heavenly Twins" gratefully leave their devotion.
Art. 3. Louis Wein wills his "ever-ready cash" to Sidney Kriger.
Art. 4. Morris Weiss reluctantly leaves his "natural megaphone," to
Burnie Byall.
Art. &. Sara Strong "The ruler of the waves" (From last year) be
queathes her power to Mary Vaughn.
Art. 6. To Bob Johnson, Leslie Bradow leaves his "blushes," to add to
his already blushing complexion.
Art. 7. Herman Lazarov leaves his "debt of fifteen cents" to Benny
Solomon.
Art. 8. Evelyn Groves wills her poetic ability to Louis Sides.
Art. 9. Joyce Graham leaves her dignity and quietness to Elizabeth
Tacker.
Art. 10. Frank Smith leaves his "Great knowledge of life" and experience
to John Miller.
Art. 11. Isaac Loskove leaves his "physique" to Malcolm Aiken on one
condition, that he will take good care of it.
Art. 12. William Taylor bequeathes his great knowledge of Virgil to
Ben Shaffer.
Art. 13. Max Nemetz leaves his "perfect English" to Benny Solomon.
Art. 14. George Wirt wills his experience as an Arkansas traveller to
Sleuth Friedman.
Art. 15. Fred Goldberg's business ability could be used by Dave Blumberg, fairly well.
Art. 16. "That beautiful girl" Hannah Plesofsky leaves her "speel" on
fur coats to Hazel Fuson.
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Art. 17. Louise Johnsey bequeathes her height and "likeness of Clara
Bow" to Ester Caldwell.
Art. 18. Our motton which is "You can do anything you idealize" we will
to Henry Lehman and Harold Feinstein to help them in their struggles with
Algebra.
Art. 19. The creed of the February 1929 class namely;
"We believe in hands that work,
In brains that think and
In hearts that love."
we bequeath to J. W. Wells. Unless he puts this into practice he will be
numbered with the 1935 class.
Art. 20. All of our outstanding debts, manifest ignorance, lack of beauty,
low grades, and undesirable qualities we bequeath to the members of the June
1929 Senior class who can wear these honors most gracefully.
Art. 21. To the June 1929 Seniors Isaac and Fred do will their ability
as solicitors of advertisements.
Art. 22. William Taylor's position as Drum Major is to be handed down
to Ben Carr.
Art. 23. Joyce Graham and Evelyn Groves wish to manifest their gen
erosity by passing on to Frieda Wainman and Marjorie Sevey their B's in
conduct for talking in the Study Hall.
Art. 24. We, the February 1929 Seniors bequeath to the 10-1's our home
room teacher, Mrs. Bacon, with the provision that they are not to permit her
shadow to grow less.
Art. 25. The genial disposition and cordial greeting of Morris Weiss is
willed to Eugene Bence.
Art. -26. The trysting place of George Wirt and Clara May Houston is
willed to Velt Jones and Bertha Alexander.
Art. 27. Louise Johnsey wills her procrastinating propensities to Naomi
Norvell.
Art. 28. Leslie Bradow's rowdyism goes to George Gregory by right of
inheritance.
Art. 29. To our very beloved school board we, the Senior class hereby,
in all due consideration and respect, will the vague prospects of a gymnasium
for Humes.
And now, since the above has been written willingly and joyfully, the
above has been determined as the last will and testament of the graduating
class of February, 1929, on this the twenty-fifth day of January, 1929.
SARA STRONG, Testatrix
Codicil: In case there is some one of this great family not pleased with
this the last will and testiment and tries to commit murder, I, Sara
Strong will all my possessions to the Advanced Economics class of Miss
Lucille Ham.
Witnessed and Approved by:
Miss Jennie Allensworth
Mrs. E. B. Spence
Mrs. M. B. Green
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Dec. 13—Bunco party and dance in Hannah Plesofsky's home.
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BY HANNAH PLESOFSKY

Dec. 21—Luncheon given by Mrs. Camille Taylor, sponsor of class.
Dec. 26—Theater party at Orpheum given by senior boys.

Leslie Bradow a very quiet lad
Always smiling; and never bad.

Jan. 18—Theater party given by 12-1 class at Orpheum theater.

Fred Goldberg is good in debating
But when it comes to women he sure does some hating.

Jan. 21—Senior Day.

In a football game
Herman Lazarov glorifies his name.

Jan. 22—Class Day.
Jan. 23—Luncheon given by Miss Ambrosia Noetzel.

Isaac Loskove full of wise cracks
When it comes to 'jack'; he never lacks.

Jan. 24—Theater party given at Orpheum by P. T. A.

Max Nemetz we all know well
From his violin the music swells.

Jan. 24—Tea at Hotel Peabody by P. T. A.

Frank Smith full of pep
When he graduates watch him step.

Jan. 30—Class play, "Tweedles," by Booth Tarkington.

Wm. Taylor with that 'he man' look
He knows as much as any' book.

Jan. 31—Honor Banquet.
Feb. 1 —Graduation night. Diplomas delivered by Supt. R. L. Jones.

When it comes to spot cash
Louis Wein always makes a mash.
Mook Weiss pesters our teacher
In fun he always tries to impeach 'er.

JEBRUAR Y1929

SPECIALS

Evelyn Groves
William Taylor
Max Nemetz
.
.......
years High School in two and one-half years.

Four Years Math.
.. Four Years Latin
Completed four

The only class to have a sponsor and home room teacher, a Taylor and
Bacon.
The first in the history of Humes to Graduate in February.
The First Graduating Class in Humes in which the boys out-number the
girls.
The only class which boasts of two foreigners—Louis Wein from Warsaw,
Poland, and Max Nemetz from Krassin Russia.
First class to have a BOY to win first honor in his class.
GEORGE WIRT

Lillie Elk so quiet and small
In her lesson she never stalls.
"Some people think I'm awful bashful
My name's Joyce Graham, I'm never sassful."
Evelyn Groves is as happy as a lark
In the geometry class she's a shark.
Louise Johnsey is our cheer-leader.
When it comes to boys, she's sure some speeder.
Hannah Plesofsky with her smile
Can be seen within a mile.
Have you ever heard of Sara Strong
The boys never get her wrong.
Pauline Sweeney a very pretty lass
She's the secretary of our class.
Our new member is George L. Wirt
All the girls consider him a flirt.

26
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OUR HOME ROOM TEACHER

BY YOUR HOME ROOM TEACHER

Mrs. Bacon came to Humes October 1, 1927. She has proved to us, not
only an efficient teacher; but, also our friend, willing and glad to help when
ever she can.

After February, the first, 1929 another home room will be given me but
no students can ever take the place of you ten boys and seven girls—my
first Home Room in Humes. After your graduating exercises you will be
musing.

She has taught History, Latin, Economics, Sociology, and Algebra in the
year and half that she has been at Humes. She has won the hearts of all
her pupils.

"Gone, forever gone those joys
Which reason scatters and time destroys."
Because you are dear to me because my interests are for your success,
on the eve of our parting I wish to leave with you these words of caution
and of advice.
Your path of duty leads straight ahead. There is no mistaking the
direction. But there are ups and downs. There are bypaths, and muddy spots
and rocky knolls. You must reckon on difficulties. But the very obstacles
IN your way may be stepping stones ON your way. Carry no bad habits,
no corrupting associations, no enmities, and no strife into your new life.
Live content, study hard, think quietly, talk gently, act frankly, let
the spiritual unbidden and unconscious grow in you. Keep your life pure
from degrading elements, be constantly helpful in little ways to those who
are touched by you, keep your spirit always sweet and avoid all anger.
Your High School record has been folded and filed away in the archives
of the Eternal Past; the future with white pages lies before. The past with
its joys and sorrows, its pains and pleasures, its hopes and disappointments,
its opportunities and prosperities and adversities, its loves and its hates has
been buried in the great bosom of Eternity and has left you only its memories.
If it brought hopes that were disappointed they can not be realized now;
if you made mistakes they can not be retrieved now; if you made blunders
it is too late to correct them now; if you neglected opportunities they can
not be redeemed now. What you have written you have written.
The record of your High School achievements has been written upon the
Eternal tablets of Fate and nothing that you can now do will change that
record. But the Future is yours and upon its fair pages you may write new
and better history. No matter how colossal the blunders or how outstanding
your successes neither need keep you from improving the future.
Remember that your success depends largely upon your ability to deal
with your fellow man and your character depends largely upon your associates.
MRS. MARIA KIMBROUGH BACON

Mrs. Bacon was the Matron of Honor for Military in 1927.
She is the teacher of the first class to graduate in February from Humes.

CLUBS
Clubs play an important part in Humes High School life. There are
clubs for all phases of study. These clubs are for the purpose of giving the
students a period of recreation as well as practice in parliamentary drill and
civic work. The students learn how to conduct the clubs and they assume
entire command. The students are aided by a teacher who is the club sponsor.
The sponsor advises the club and aids the students to smooth over difficulties
should they arise.
Something new has been added to stimulate interest in the clubs. It is
the "Honor Roll of Clubs." Each club is graded on handing a program into
the office for the week's meeting at a specified time. The worth of the
program to be the object of the club also the club's service to the school, and
the club's service to the community. This Honor Roll Club is careful of its
program and its plans for the year.
Some clubs study pictures and books; others in foreign languages study
the history of the country; some clubs are for the purpose of citizenship and
some for the purpose of meeting with other schools and bringing recognition
to Humes.
There are clubs such as the Travel Club, History Club, Picture Study
Club, Girls Reserves, Latin Club, Junior Dramatic Club, H Club, Girl Scouts,
Manual Training Club, Debating Club, Typing Club and many others.
Three of the clubs of our schcol have so far brought recognition to Humes.
The H Club is crmposen of boys who have received letters granted in recog^
nition of their athletic achievements. These boys have brought glory to Humes
in the form of football, basketball and baseball brilliantly played. The Girl
Rserves besides doing much good work have the honor of having their pres
ident the president of the Girl Reserves of the city. The Debating Club won
the loving cup given to the city champion's in debating in 1928.
The Clubs of Humes really mean something. The students and teachers
are interested in them and they plan to make the Clubs bigger and better
as time goes on.

28
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HOROSCOPE
FAME RESTS ON

KNOWN AS
Evelyn
Pauline
Lillie
Joyce
Louise
Sara . .
Hannah
Herman
William .
Isaac
Fred
Morris ...
Leslie
George ...

Groves, Sr.
Polly .
Lil
Joy
Shorty, Jr
Susie
Hannee

... Tay
... Tzip ....
... Freddy
...Mook ....
..Les
...Buddy ..

Max
Frank ...
NAME

APPEARANCE

College
———Sweet
.Pretty hair
Pleasingly plump
Nice voice
Congenial
Sweet disposition
Neat
Curly hair
Petite
Matrimony
Pleasing
Art
Lovable
... Football
—Trumpet
...Voice
... Debating
...Good looks
...Blonde hair
... Elizabeth
... Financial ability
...His feedle
...Farming

FAMOUS SAYING

...Athletic
...Collegiate
...Short and sweet
...Intelligent
...Handsome
...Agreeable
—Very entertaining
N. Y. millionaire
—Dignified
...Rural

STRONGEST WEAKNESS

Evelyn —Oh; Heck
Pauline
Oh, Ya.
Lillie
I don't care
Joyce
Oh, shoot ......
Louise
That's a lot of bull
Sara
.... Hi hon
Hannah ....Don't be silly

To teach Geometry
Dates
To be an opera singer
To teach kindergarten
Diamonds
Burton
Fur coats

Herman — I ain't got none
William
You'll be alright
Xsaac
Tain't so honey, tain't so
Cut it out fella!
Fre(j

To be a second Red Grange
To teach Paul Whitman about music
To sing like Cantor Rosenblatt
To coach Tech's debating Team

Morris
Leslie
George
Louis
Max
Frank

I'm sorry Mrs. Bacon
Women
Let's go to the show, Margie Marjorie
Where's Elizabeth
Elizabeth
Got change for a $10
Money
Vare is my Fiddle
To be a second Fritz Kreisler
I don't know
To have a little gray heme in the West

COACH WALTER HILTPOLD
There seemed to be a lull in athletics before Coach Walter Hiltpold came
to Humes in 1927 frcm Valpraiso Indiana. Upon his arrival at Humes with
the able assistance of Coach Freeman he immediately began to revive the
interest in athletics. His call for players for the different teams were well
heeded and by the end of the fall semester he had produced teams that rated
somewhere near the top.
The beginning of his second year at Humes found him producing a
championship baseball team and a football team that ended third in the
football finals.
To the fellows who are leaving Humes and those who know him as "Coach
Hippy" there will always be a space left in their hearts for him, and they
will always remember the lessens in sportsmanship that he taught them.
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FIGHTING TIGERS

Hawks, Fracchia, Clark Dondeville. Top Row—Coach I'resgrove, Kyle. Matthews, B. Wilson, F. Wilson,
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HUMES—Past and Present
JOOTBALL BANQ UET-1928
The football team of 1928 held the annual Humes High Football banquet
at the Hotel Gayoso on the evening of Dec. 13th. The banquet turned out
to be a very elaborate affair and those who were privileged to attend re
ported a splendid evening.
Among the honored guest were Supt. R. L. Jones, Mr. Ragsdale, Miss
Richardson, Miss Prescott, and Mrs. Walter Hiltpold. Mr. Ragsdale acted
as toastmaster.
Supt. Jones spoke to the boys about their future.
be very inspiring.

His speech proved to

Miss Richardson expressed her thanks for the remarkable showing of
the team both athletically and scholastically.
Coaches Hiltpold and Freeman also addressed the guests. Mr. Freeman's
speech proved to be the most emotional one of the evening. According to
rumors it is said his speech was very touching and that many of the players
could be seen swallowing those peculiar "lumps" that arose in the boys
throats as they listened.
Captain Cliff Norvell thanked his team mates for the honor they had
bestowed upon him and expressed his sorrow of leaving Humes.
The following players have donned their last football uniforms for Humes.
Malcolm Aitken, Cliff Norvell, Andrew Minardi, James Land, Louis Sides,
Herman Lazarov, Richard Spore, John Miller, George Gregory, George
Wirt, Robert Allen, and Dave Blumberg.

#

JOOTBALL CALENDAR-1928
Humes 0
Humes 9
Humes 13
Humes 0
Humes 0
Humes 6
Humes 33

Jonesboro 6
Central 7
M. U. S. 8
Tech 59
Messick 0
Jackson, Tenn. 0
South Side 21

Humes—the so-called 'baby' of Memphis Prep Schools, owing to it's brief
career has been severely handicapped in local school activities. However, in
the school's brief three years of existence, it has cast aside all thoughts of
handicaps and entered into the competition with the vim and ability of a
veteran; resulting in the school's coming out victorious in many contests with
it's veteran rivals.
The first two years in which the school was merely 'getting started' were
years of very little accomplishment in the way of winning glory from the
other schools, but the school was developing and preparing for that to come
in the near future; and come it did, sooner than expected.
Those making up the personnel of Humes were not the kind to be found
on the bottom for long in anything, and the third year in Memphis school
activities found them either on top or near the top in most everything in
which they participated.
Not only did Humes begin to stand out in athletics, but in all phases
of competition. Things started in football, when Humes—the supposed weak
sister—came out with a powerful eleven, and though it did not finish first
it was among the leaders, held the ancient Central to a 0—0 tie and
placed two men on the mythical all-Memphis eleven, Captain Malcolm Aitken,
guard and Cliff Norvell, tackle.
Basketball was not quite so successful, but a good team represented
Humes and ended the season with a respectable standing.
Then came the baseball season which brought much joy to Humes, be
cause they won the M. I. C. Championship and won every game they played,
except one. Humes placed two men on the All-Memphis nine. Doran Jones,
Pitcher and Malcolm Aitken, Catcher. Jones had the distinction of captain
ing the All-Memphis team. Cliff Norvell captained the .victorious Tiger team.
The graduating class cf this term had two men on this team, Herman Lazarov
and Morris Weiss. Lazarov was chosen on All-Memphis Second team.
The debating cup was brought to Humes that year when they defeated
Tech for the city championship. Miss Elsa Shilling had charge of the team
and coached it to victory. The team was composed of Fred Goldberg, Dave
Blumberg, Joe Benovitz, Izzy Karchmer, Paula Touchstone and Freida Wainman. Plumes has reason to be proud of this group. They presented a formid
able team and each one is a most convincing and able speaker. This was
proven against Tech by their decisive victory and their cleverness in out
witting the opposing team.
The shop boys have done their share in bringing glory to Humes. The
boys have stood out clearly above the rest in woodwork. They have shown
this by winning a great majority of the prizes offered in this work among
the different schools.
This year the school has put out a great football team, which owing to
bad luck did not finish high in the standing. The Tigers however, defeated
Central, and that's something.
These things have been accomplished in a very brief period by a young
school. Humes honors these accomplishments and are proud of them. The
graduating class hopes for many more of these accomplishments in the
future by those they leave behind.
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HUMES STUDENTS ELSEWHERE
JEBR UAR Y 1929 CLASS HISTOR Y
It seems as though our class has been contrary to the laws of nature.
As a thing becomes older, up to a certain age, it has a natural tendency to
grow. As our class became older it had a tendency to diminish. In 1926
in the 9-1 the class numbered eighty-five. As we went on through the tenth
and upward it became smaller and smaller. Some of the students ventured
into the business world, some went to other schools and towns and still1 others
took a fling at matrimony. Now in our 12-2 class which has an enrollment
of seventeen pupils—ten boys and seven girls—just five of that number
started in the 9-1, namely Louise Johnsey, Herman Lazarov, Isaac Loskove,
William Taylor, Morris Weiss. The others came to us from other cities,
states and schools. We wonder how many of this number will procede through
college.
WILLIAM TAYLOR

HUMES STUDENTS ELSEWHERE
THOSE IN COLLEGE

Harold Bottenfield .
Beverly West —
Mary Frances Bostic
Charles Manley
Gragg Pope
—
Elizabeth Richards
Harland Gilmore ...
Lcuiset; Huffman —
Frank Schutter ....
Helene Hill
Ethel War field .—
Annie Wagner ——
Lillian Lawhorn Bertha Goldman Fillmore Sperry

... Southwestern
—Blue Mountain
...Blue Mountain
-.University of Tenn.
...University of Tenn.
...Georgia Tech
...Teachers College
...Teachers College
...Teachers College
— University of Tenn.
— Ooltewah Junior College
...New York
— Womans College of La.
— Dental Course at U. of T.
—Teachers College
— New York Studying Voice
— University of Tenn.

THOSE WORKING
Mabel Norris
Sally Omberg
Paulia Touchstone .
Tillie Ziskind
Helene Moskovitz ...
Martha McWethy ...
Lily Pope Kinney ...
Mary Humphrey
Elizabeth Davis
Stanley McDowell .
John Flanigan
Paul Earhart
Huber Merriam
Rebbeca Atkins
Lois Booth
Mary C. Sims
Sam Cooper
Alva Baxter
Joe Benovitz
Max Brown
Milton Eilert
Lamar Hyde
Lucille Green
Gladys Jennings
Dorothy Klinke
Fanny Moskovitz ...
Emmett Rasch
Howard Stanton
Rosie Campagna .. ..
Hannah Bass
Mary Lou Gifford ...
Celia Katrovitz
Minnie Welkes
Dorothy Raney
Martha Reeves
Inez Lemmonds
Ruth Lemmonds
Marguerite Austin
Dorothy Calloway .

Sears & Roebuck
.....Sears & Roebuck
Lowenstein's
...Marx & Bensdorf
.... Moskovitz's Store
Bank of Commerce
Sears & Roebuck
William R. Moore's
... Sears & Roebuck
Clayton Hughes
.....Memphis Power & Light Co.
... Federal Reserve Bank
Lowenstein's
.... Sears & Roebuck
... Teaching in Mrs. Hine's School
Lady of Leisure, 686 Woodlawn
National Cotton Seed Refinery
.....William R. Moore's
The Fruit & Produce Exchange
Cotton Exchange
. William C. Ellis & Sons.
.... Working in Hillhouse, Misissippi
... 665 North Court
...Student at Memphis Conservatory of Music
... Master Plumbers Association
... The Fruit & Produce Exchange
. . Brokerage Co., W. C. Richmond
Cotton Exchange
... Memphis Power & Light Co.
Miller-Hawkins Secretarial School
Miller-Hawkins Secretarial School
Miller-Hawkins Secretarial School
Miller-Hawkins Secretarial School
Married
.....Married
—Married
—S. E. Lemonds Real Estate
.. Lady of Leisure at 809 Stonewall
... Lady of Leisure at 1193 Forrest

HONOR STUDENTS

Leslie Bradow—Valedictorian
Isaac Loskove
Frank Smith
William Taylor
Max Nemetz

Louis Wein
Morris Weiss
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WITH THE "POETS
OUR RINGS AND PINS
STEPS
I just can see the first step I took,
And a little later I still turn to look
To see that life was only a dream
While reality is springing into a beam.
First we saw the little school house
Standing by the small and dusky sloughs,
The little village where the buds of morn
Were coming out without a thorn.
Our school, we see, was very small
And all our things were just pal-mal,
But now all that we see is order and peace,
While in our hearts is a feeling so fierce.
We are leaving school, the nurse of our brains,
We come out with a "Sheepskin" and it all drains,
For a sorrow there is in our hearts so sad,
For we know that the road to success is bad. (meaning
hard).
To teachers and pupils we all say goodbye,
To many we think that we give them the lie,
When we say how pleased we were to learn,
When in fact we felt our books should burn.
Still, after a year has gone slowly by
We see how foolish we are for the lie,
For now all is clothed in bare fact,
So that we see school to be very in-tact.
MAX M. NEMETZ

Joyful words were spread about
On a day not long ago;
When twelfth grade students all did shout
Of rings and pins they wished to show.
The news flew from lips to lips
'Till everyone round knew they'd come,
Many left classes to take a trip
And get their rings as others have done.
Many had not their money advanced
But the teachers considered their credit was good;
They looked at their rings as if in a trance,
And there'll be no danger of hands in a hood.
LILLIE ELK

THOUGHTS
Thoughts all seem so very strange;
Some are bright like sunlight rays,
They make us so cheerful and so gay.
Some are dreamy and make us think
Of pleasant things in fairyland;
While many thoughts are of success
And the many things that it will bring
Some are thoughts of sadness and the past,
That brings the tears into our eyes;
But the sweetest of all the thoughts
Are those that bring us love and happiness.

>'K;
4
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Sentiment of February 1929 Class

REMINISCENCES

WHATI

JORL

(APOLOGIES TO POE)

I live for those who love me,
For those I know are true,
For the heaven that smiles above me,
And awaits my spirit too;
For all human ties that bind me,
For the task by God assigned me,
For the bright hopes left behind me,
And the good that I can do.

I live to learn their story,
Who've suffered for my sake,
To emulate their glory,
And follow in their wake;
Bards, martyrs, patriots, sages,
The noblest of all ages,
Whose deeds crowd history's pages
And Time's great volume make.

Once upon an old couch broken, while I pondered o'er schoolday tokens,
Looking over many an old and beloved volume of schoolday lore,—
While I nodded, with great sadness, remembering those days of gladness,
Suddenly there came a scratching, scratching at my attic door:
" 'Tis a rat or cat," I muttered, "scratching at my attic door:
Only this and nothing more."
Ah, distinctly, I remember it was in the bleak December,
And each separate, olden book brought it's memories of yore.
Eagerly I wished to live o'er;—vainly I sought to borrow
From my books the school days of yore—the days of long ago—
For those grand and glorious school days of so long, long ago—
And now gone forevermore.
And the olden, yellowed pages, crackling as I turned each one
Thrilled me—filled me with yearning I had never felt before;
So that now to still that longing in my heart, I sat still saying
" 'Tis a rat or cat, scratching at my attic door—
Some rat or cat" I muttered "scratching at my attic door;"—
This it is and nothing more."

I live for those who love me,
For those who know me true,
For the heaven that smiles above me,
And awaits my spirit too;
For the wrong that needs resistance,
For the cause that lacks assistance,
For the future in the distance,
And the good that I can do.

Presently I opened wide the door; long I stood there looking, doubting,
Wondering; hoping hopes no mortal ever dared to hope before
And the silence then was broken, by a gentle voice that said,
"I believe in hands that work, brains that think, and hearts that love."
This I repeated, and an echo murmured back the words
Merely this and nothing more.
EVELYN GROVES

SELECTED

#
A
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A MISTREATED BOOK
LILLIE ELK
I used to be a great big book,
But hands and feet have done their best;
To make of me an odd-shaped thing,
That will not fit on floor or shelf.
My covers used to be all clean and stiff,
And now they look like a dishrag limp.
My pages, too, have disappeared
Or they are torn and very soiled,
'Cause readers are so careless with most books.
I'm often thrown into a nook,
And then when folks do find me
After searching everywhere and place;
They must vent their wrath on someone,
So I'm much the worse from wear.
Till now, I am no earthly good
And soon will be ashes or dust.

For the three following songs we have to thank Miss Anderson
TUNE OF SIDEWALKS OF NEW YORK
L. C. Humes High
We will win today
If you ask us We'll tell you now
That we are here to stay.
When we get the Football
Down the field we'll soar
You can't stop us
But you can watch us
Swiftly swell the score.
Across the ball field
Beneath the goal
Plays his role
Who can beat old Humes High?
We should like to know
For every time We look at your face
It makes us want to go.

BOOKS AND BOOKS
BY LESLIE BRADOW
Books you are the contemptible tiring things of man,
Books you are the things from which I always ran,
I hate you, you trouble me to the utmost.
You, books, take me from my post,
I detest you, yet I am forced to you
Had I my own wish I would put an end to you
Many are the evenings when I have sat end read,
But when I am forced to you, I wish I were dead
But yet I love you dear enjoyable books
I could sit and feed from you, 0 books
When I can read from you from choice—
Then I love you, but I like to have a voice
In the things I read from you
If I am forced to you I hate you
But if I can have my choice I adore you.

.4$ 1

__

HUMES SCHOOL SONGS

—i

Tune of "Around Her Neck She Wears A Yellow Ribbon"
Around her arm she wears a purple ribbon,
She wears it in the autumn
And the spring time just the same,
And if you ask her, "Why the decoration?"
She says it's for the fellows who are playing
the game.
Play the game,
Play the game,
She's going to see the fellows
Play the game,
Around her arm, she wears a purple ribbon
She says it's for the fellows
who are playing the game.
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Tune of "THAT'S WHERE MY MONEY GOES"
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HUMES YELLS

Come boys and sing the tunes
Of dear old L. C. Humes
It will be many moons
'Ere we go down.
Oh! what a merry sound
Will echo over town
Say, big boy, where'd you get that stuff
They tell us so.

Fifteen for team.

You're growing older
We're growing bolder
And all the jolly time
You're growing colder.
Oh! what a merry sound
Will echo over town
Say, big boy, where'd you get that stuff
They tell us so.

Yeh! Tigers, Yeh! Tigers
Fight, Fight, Fight.

Our girls are swell "janes"
They go to all the games
They root for all the swanes
You betcha life they do.
And in our future lives
They're gonna be our wives.
Say, big boy, where'd you get that stuff
They tell us so.
Tune of "SONG OF THE VAGABOND
Sons of Humes, again we come together
With the team that brings the honor home
We will celebrate another glory
When the game is played and we have won.
Onward, onward, on to meet the foe.
Forward, forward, see our colors go.
Sons of Humes, now on this great occasion
We're here to win the victory.
Tune of "WASHINGTON AND LEE SWING"
Oh! When those Humes High boys fall in line
They'll show you who we are this very time.
And for our colors flying we love so well
And for the purple and the white we'll yell and yell
So don't give up your spirit bright and true,
And all the world will come out right with you.
And we will always yell and back you up! back you up!
Humes High School.
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Purple and
Purple and
Who fight!
Purple and

White! Fight, fight.
White! Fight, fight.
We fight!
White! Fight, fight.

3

4

Oh, gee whiz! Oh, gee whiz.
That yell sounds like an old tin liz.
5
I'm a Tiger bom
I'm a Tiger bred
And when I die
I'm a Tiger dead.
6

H-U-M-E-S (Repeat five times getting faster each time)
Then end by saying.
Yeh! Team.
7

Whose gonna win, win.
Whose gonna win, win.
Whose gonna win, win, NOW
We're gonna win, win
We're gonna win, win
We're gonna win, win, HOW
E-A-S-Y (Easy)
8

Alligators, adenoids, sis, boom, bah
Tigers, tigers, Rah, Rah, Rah.
9

Two, four, six, eight
Who do We appreciate
Team, Team, Team.
10

One, two, three, four, five, six, seven.
Hot, dog, Hot dog,
Look at our eleven.
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The Morning After

ALL THE SCANDAL
FIT TO
Associated with the NIGHT BEFORE THAT'S
SOMETHING
PRINT
TERRIBLE
And Some That Aint
OFFICIAL YELLOW
eople—By the PeopleSHEET of H. H. S.

VOL. SAP NO. 23

Copied Right by Gosh
Price TOO MUCH
"MOOK" WEISS ARRESTED
ARE THE HUMES STUDENTS
EVER SATISFIED
Weil-Known Humourist Charged
With Bunking The Public
NO-YES-NO

It is charged that he is misleading
And if not, for instance, Isaac
the public by false advertising and
he is held for obtaining money under Loskove whose sensational love af
false pretence.
fair has caused a riot in Humes. Says
"GIVE ME A CHANCE" he cries his class mates have lost faith in him.
to Frantic audience as officer takes He always claimed his class mates
him from stage.
(particularly the females) were jbst
Weiss refused to leave the stage at
first but after looking over the "per like sweethearts to him. He loved
suader" that the gentle officer was them. Every term he sits up • nights
holding in his hand, he decided to and connives and schemes to bring
argue the matter out in jail where at them happiness the following term.
least he had the protection of a closed He says the money he gets for per
cell. It is said upon good authority forming these deeds means nothing to
that Weiss will get the limit. Perhaps him. He just loves to see people
even longer than that. Rumor says happy.
that the Legislature which is in ses
sion at the present time, is trying o I
It is rumored that Mr. Loskove had
hurry through a law to make swind an accomplice in his love affair. After
ling punishable by hanging. This is questioning numerous witnesses it
due to the fact that members of the has been proved that William Taylor,
Legislature witnessed that play at alias Bill "Punch Drunk" Taylor, of
one time or another. Weiss's defenWestern fame and the well known
is his "Second act." He claims that "Milicent" Lazarov turned traitor
it is the greatest ever witnessed by after being asked by Loskove to per
the public. This statement cf course form the "John Alden and Priscilla
has to be taken with a grain of salt Dean act."
as Mook so loves to manipulate ad
After being questioned by a "Morn
jectives. Every time Mook makes a
ing After" reporter Mr. Loskove is
statement, he makes Webster blush
said to have made this statement.
with envy. At any rate the second
Well Hi Ho, Time will tell, and a
act better be good, or we will have
bird in hand is worth a cup of coffee
Mook Weiss on our hands for some on your vest any time. ET TU
time.
BRUTE.
Mooks forefathers were said to have
fought in the American Revolution
It is said Mr. Loskove said that of
Thiloriginal was one of the heroes all the girls he loved the Wooden
of Bunker Hill. Weiss retains the Show girls best because they were
family instinct and has been Bunking always saying Wocden-shoo take me
here and wcoden-shoo buy me this.
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THE QUESTION BOX
Answer These Questions
How high is up?
How late is ten minutes to 8?
How far is it between 2 points?
Why does a bird fly?
Were does your lap go when you
stand up?
How hot is a cup of coffee ? 1
Who wrote the first Mammy song?
And why?
Why are relations ?
If you bought a ticket for $2- at the
Penn. station where would you be go
ing?
How could you prove it?
BRIGHT SAYINGS OF LITTLE
CHILDREN
(Humes Juniors)
Hey, Mom, give me a nickle.
My old can lick your old man.
That's nothing, I had the measles
twice.
Your argument is very persuasive,
but your intentions are positively pre
posterous.
Honest Pop, I won't play hookey no
more. Ouch!
I couldn't help gettin' run over
Mom, I saw two lights and I ran be
tween them.
I don't wanna go to bed yet.
Father, your conduct is becoming
Unbearable. Unless you cease at once,
I'm afraid I'll have to disown you.
DANCING
STEPPEN STRUT DANCING
From Mid-nighfi to noon.
Learn to dance en your own feet.
Strangle hold barred.
Marquis of Queensbury Rules Catch
as a catch can.
Music furnished by
Our Own Noodle Soup Quartette
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HOW TO KEEP WELL
By Asthma Pleurisy
The first and most important thing
to remember is not to get sick. Many
people catch cold. This is entirely
wrong. They should not do so. The
public should also be cautioned against
Pneumonia, which is a close relative
to the cold. The only difference be
tween the two, is that when you re
cover from a cold, you say "Gee, I
feel better." And after pneumonia re
covers you, others say "Gee, he looks
natural." Rheumatism is very bad for
the joints, and should be avoided as
often as possible. Rheumatism is
raid to be epidemic v. ith most people
in the region between both ears. An
other very big mistake is that La
Grippe has anything to do with trav
eling. That is to say, unless it be
a convention hospital. When you
have La Grippe, you should get in La
Bed and call La Doctor, and listen to
La Him, and then give him plenty La
Money. And remember, that the wellknown cabbage, "Early to bed and
Early to Rise" does you no good, un
less you sleep well.
STOCK MARKET QUOTATIONS
Scotch
Rye
Gin

$15 per Qt.
$10 per Qt.
$ 5 per Qt.
BEER-FLUCTUATING

Vermouth
Pert
Sherry
Red Ink
Absinthe
Benedictine
Mumms

$7
$4
$4
$2
$20
$100

per Qt.
per Qt.
per Qt.
per Qt.
per Qt.
per Qt.

"EXTRA NOTE"
We give away free of charge, one
tin cup and a package of pencils with
every quart of wood alcohol.
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SENIOR STUDENTS LEARN TO
DANCE
At one of the first social gatherings,
a Bunco party, three students of high
rank of the Senior class are said to
claim that they learned to dance.
That is "almost."
Mook Weiss, Isaac Loskove, and
Heimmie Lazarov, the inexperienced
ones were tutored by the well known
dance expert Fred Goldberg. Mr.
Goldberg is now in the hospital suf
fering from two bunions and three
broken toes. He says his dancing

The HUMES TIGER

career is ruined for life.
The three partners of the young
men Miss Sara Strong, Miss Pauline
Sweeney and Miss Louise Johnsey,
respectively, tried to impress on the
three beginners the illegality of the
use of the strangle hold. The young
men will be experienced wrestlers.
The three gentlemen learned all the
new dances, such as the Virginia reel
and the Shot Gun Crawl.
During the entire evening shouts
could be heard "Ouch!" Dance on
your own feet for a while" or "Let's
rest" or something to that effect.
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THINK AND QRIN
THE JOB OF BEING EDITOR

Getting out this paper is no picnic.
If we print jokes people say we are silly;
If we don't, they say we are to serious,
If we clip things from other papers,
We are too lazy to write them ourselves.
If we don't, we are stuck on our own stuff,
If we stick close to the job all day
We ought to be out hunting up news,
If we do go out and try to hustle,
We ought to be on the job in the office,
If we don't print contributions we don't appreciate true genius;
And if we do print them the paper is filled with junk.
If we make a change in the other fellows write up,
We are too critical, if we don't, we are asleep.
Now, like as not some guy will say we swiped this from some magazine.
WE DID—

ROUGH NECKS
A DELIGHTFUL PIECE OF CANDY
Ask For It By Name

Oliver-Finale Co.
Of Course—

When you think of musical instruments you think of—

"MELODY"

EXCHANGE

and the wonderful highest quality instruments they rep
including—

BUESCHER

BAND AND ORCHESTRA INSTRUMENTS

GIBSON Stringed Instruments
and LEEDY Drums

When first you went to see her you showed a timid heart,
And when the lights were burning low you sat this—far—apart.
But when your love grew warmer and you learned the joy of kiss
You knocked out all the space between and SATUPCLOSELIKETHIS.

BANDS and ORCHESTRAS ORGANIZED AND
TRAINED ANY WHERE IN TRI-STATES
Write For Our Plan

—

MELODY MUSIC SHOP
So. Main—Over Liggett's Next to Lowenstein's

4\\
V

i

I
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The Tiger staff is hereby summoned to attend a meeting to discuss yla
for the.disposal of the $50,000 we had left over after paying car bills
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zAN IDEAL SENIOR
GIRL
Hannah
Joyce
Lillie
Sara
Hannah
Pauline
Evelyn
Louise
Sara
Joyce
Pauline
Hannah
Pauline
Louise
Lillie
Evelyn

Hair
Eyes
Eyelashes
--Nose
Mouth
.
Complexion
_Hands
Figure Physique
Style
.Disposition
Sense of Humor
.Dignity
Brains
—Pep _
Lips
Countenance
Can't read nuthin'
Can't write nuthin'
Can't sing nuthin'
That's true.
Can't hear nuthin'
Can't see nuthin'
Can't think nuthin'
But you.
Don't drink nuthin'
Don't eat nuthin'
Can't find nuthin'
To do.
Don't know nuthin'
Don't dream nuthin'
Don't love nuthin'
But you.
Friends ain't nuthin'
Cash ain't nuthin'
Life ain't nuthin'
That's true.
Time ain't nuthin'
World ain't nuthin'
There ain't nuthin'
But you.

BOY
Morris
Prank
Louis
i__ Isaac
William
Herman
Isaac
.George
Louise
..Leslie
William
...Leslie
Fred
.Fred
..Herman
- Max
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SAYINGS OF THE WISE
Adam: "I've fallen for it."
Plutarch—"I'm sorry! that I have no more lives to give for my
country.
Samson—I'm strong for you kid.
Jortah—You can't keep a good man down.
Cleopatra—You're an easy Mark Anthony.
David—The bigger they are, the harder they fall.
Helen of Troy—So this is Paris.
Columbus—I don't know where I'm going, but I'm on my way.
Mary, Queen of Scots—Don't lose your head.
Nero—Keep the home fires burning.
Solomon—I love the ladies.
Noah—It floats
Methuselah—The first five hundred years are the hardest.
Henry VIII—Treat 'em rough.
Queen Elizabeth to Walter—Keep your shirt on.
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Mook W: Will you hold
for me?
Mr. Ragsdale: Sir, I
i
this school! !
Mook W: Oh, that's all
look like an honest

Compliments of

Retail Clothiers Association

Success and Happiness to
THE FEBRUARY CLASS OF <
1929

Phil A. Halle
Golden Eagle

11-1B Room 307

Oak Hall
Walker M. Taylor
Burke dc Co.
Beasley Bros., Jones
& Ragland
Sam Bacherig

Expert, Intensive Training

Miller-Hawkins
Secretarial School
617-618 Farnsworth Building
Memphis, Tennessee
Telephone 6-1509

Members Memphis Associated Retailers
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these books
principal of
right. You
fellow.

Frank Smith: Had a thrill the other
night. Held Louise's hand for
fully five minutes.
Leslie Bradow: Dear, dear, how ag
gressive you are.
Nine-tenths of the price fighters a
Scotchmen.
"I have a question to propound to
you, Pithecanthropus. Tell me now,
which is the most valuable, a five
dollar bill or a five dollar gold piece?"
"Let me ponder, Neanderthal, let
me ponder. Why, the five dollar bill,
of course. Because when you put it
in your pocket, you can double it."
"Right truly, Pithecanthropus, and
when you take it out you will find it

Little Boy (watching barber singe a
lady's hair at the barber shop):
Mamma, is the man huntin' 'em with
a candle?
Astronomy Prof: Can you name me
a star with a tail?
Ardent Student: Sure. Rin-Tin-Tin.
Golden: How did you find the women
in Paris?
Bcb: You don't have to find them;
they're out looking for you.
Isaac: Say, guy, lemme pitch awhile.
Aitken: Ever had any experience?
Isaac: Yeah. I pitched tents in the
Army.
Inquirer: Dear Beatrice Barebacks,
should a girl hold a fellow's hands
in a taxicab?
Beatrice Barebacks: Yes, if she can.
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Who's that behind us, Isaac? asked
Herman at the wheel i
i horn
J
sounded.
Chas V. York
Cordra York ft
Only a flapper in a sedan, Isaac an•|
swered.
'<
%
Herman hurled his wheel over, ran
|
%
off the road, crashed into a fence
and UP against
Compliments of
|
a tree.
Thank heaven we escaped, he mut
tered.

York Arms Co.

Wholesale & Retail Distributors Ji
SPORTING GOODS

i

Evelyn § What kind of a man do you
like best?
Sara: Oh, just about the happy med-

|
162 SOUTH MAIN STREET
| Evelyn: And what, may I ask, is the
happy medium?
ft 4th Store South of Loew's State ft
Sara: One that hasn't kissed so many
girls that he is calloused to the
thrill, and yet has kissed enough
to be out of the amateur class.
Great Big Stoker: If my friendship
means anything to you, Percival,
don't spit on your hands every
two minutes; it's vulgar.

ft
•

|

Largest Distributors of

SHOE POLISH, SHOE

J
J

J

|LACES and SHOE STORE|
| SUPPLIES In The South

^ft ft
All

Orders Shipped Same Day ft
Received ft

In a certain London hotel the mana
ger was one day angered to see the
"boots" cleaning a pair of boots just
cutside a bedroom door.
"Haven't I told you that all boots
must be cleaned downstairs? He
thundered.
"Yes, sir."
"Then why—"
"Because the man in this room is a
Scot, sir. He's t'other side the door,
hanging tight to the shoe laces.

W ft

I

ft
f

Southern Leather ft
Co.
MEMPHIS, TENN.

VEGETARIAN LOVE
Do you carrot all for me?
My heart beets for you,
With your turnip nose and your raddish hair,
You are a peach.
If we cantaloupe,
We'd make s

Ull pear.
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Dollar Orders
And Over
Delivered
Free
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Bert B.—Give me < e and I'll call it
square.

Groceries
Meats
Fruits
Vegetables

H. Blockman & Co.
PHONES: 6-1555 — 6-1556

Risky to Pay Less"
v"Useless to Pay More"

Wiping Cloths, Sold for
Machinery, Autos,, Etc.

(Remember, We Deliver)

It reflects careful preparation 1

|

The Toof engraved invitation has the distinction of being the 4
standard of excellence and reflects elegance and refinement in every *
• detail.
1

It Pays to Look Well
Get Fixed Up At

HERMAN'S
Barber Shop
278 NORTH MAIN

S. C. Toof & Co.

Ha.'Ha. Ha.
You thought
This was a
little poem
Didn't you?

A man in a hospital tor mental cases
sat fishing over a flower bed. A
visitor approached and wishing to
be affable remarked:
"How many have you caught?"
"You're the ninth" was the reply.

i

One of the evidences of a perfect social function.
The invitation is most expressive.
or marked indifference.

What'is the best way to teach a girl
to swim.
That's easy put your arm around her
waist and then gently take her
left hand and—
But this girl is my sister.
Aw, push her off the pier.

Prof.—(To freshman entering class
late) When were you born.

MR. BOWERS' STORES
"—and the invitation
engraved by
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Why is it that a red-headed woman
always marries a meek man?
She doesn't. He just gets that way.
DEFINITION OF A FLAPPER
A flapper is a girl who powders her
nose, bobs her hair, and says to her
self. "Clothes I'm going down town.
If you want to come along hang on."
Girl—Can you give me a couple of
rooms ?
Hotel Clerk—Yes, suite one.
*
Girl—Sir.
Hannah—"Tell me how Jong
should be loved." ,
Louise—"Same as short? o

girls

f.
*4

4
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DON'T BLAME HIM
D. B.—A fellow just told me that I
looked like you.
F. G.—Where is he ? I'd like to knock
his block off.
D. B.—I just killed him.

Partners With The Public

We are interested in every
worthy enterprise that ad
vances the cultural or ma
terial welfare of the citizens
of this community.
In fact, we feel that our in
terests are not only mutual,
but are identical with the
interests of the people whom
we serve.

Compliments of

W. J. Cooley & Co.
SEALS, STAMPS, STENCILS

100 Hernando

North Memphis Coal j
and Hardware Co.
CERTIFIED COAL
HARDWARE
PAINTS

Memphis Power & Light Company
The Memphis Street Railway Co.

1

P

—

Young Wife (in stateroom): Darling,
darling!
Hubby (behind trunk): Here I am,
dear.
Young Wife: Don't be silly, Jack I'm
looking for Fido.
"I guess I've lost another pupil," said
the professor as his glass eye
rolled down the kitchen sink.

Compliments of

n

"I'll pay fur th' dinner," said the first
Scotchman.
"Nay, nay, mon! Let me pay fur it."
"But I said I'd pay fur it, lad."
"Nay, but I insist."
"Oh, very well, mon, if ye insist—"
Whereupon the other whipped out a
revolver and committed suicide.

"Let Bygones Be," by Gones.
"Yes," by George.
"Rock-a," by Baby.
"The Fly," by Night.
"Missed," by A. Mile.
"Benjamin Franklin's
Auto,'
Ography.
"Why did Mook have a profile picture
taken for graduation?"
"He was too lazy to shave the other
side of his face."
Teacher: Who was the king of France
during the Revolution ?
Confused Student: Louis the Thir
teenth—no, the Fifteenth—no,
the Fourteenth—no, the—well,
anyhow, he was in his teens.
"What will the modern gifl be $tenty
years from now ?" jf* ; Igp
"Oh, about three years'older."

J

"f

•f

.

iim
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Compliments of

Arthur Loskove & Co.
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74 Union Ave.
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THE SOUTH'S FINEST

i

|
SELF SERVE RESTAURANT|

S

6-OSOO

BRITLING
CAFETERIA

O
|

Insurance In All Its Forms
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"I say, Arbutus, knowest thou what
has four arms and four legs and
can stretch but can't walk?"
"Nay, Horatio. What strange animal
is this, forsooth?"
Why, two suits of woolen underwear,
thou nitwit."
"I believe this school is haunted."
"Why?"
"They are always talking about the
school spirit."
Hannah: Will you be my companionate
husband ?
Louis: Well—if you'll let me have
enough companions.

155 Madison Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

"Let'
over a few things together,"
said the automobile instructor to
his pupil.
Mcse: Whar you goin', Rastus?
Rastus: Ah's lookin' for work.
Mose: Clar to goodness, Ah's glad to
heah Mand's up and aroun' again.
Maurice N: May I ask a question,
Ma'm?
Miss England: What is it?
Maurice N: Do x and y standgfor the
same thing this year that they
did last?

Friendly Advice—
We take a personal interest in the publishing of
HIGH SCHOOL PERIODICALS, because we have
served on the staff of publications ourselves, and place
our experience at the command of those who seek it.
MODERN EQUIPMENT—NEW TYPE
FOR EVERY JOB—QUICK SERVICE
AND A REASONABLE PRICE. :: ::

Goldberger Printing C?
Publishing Co.
266-268 Vance Ave.

Phones 8-2215; 8-2216

ASK THE EDITOR OF THE TIGER — WE PRINTED IT
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A. S. Barboro Co.
Wholesale
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Prof. Winfield: Mr. Sides, are you
chewing gum in my class?
Mr. Sides: Naw, this ain't gum; Jj£s
terbacco.
Prof. Winfield: Oh, I beg your pardon.
Herman: Have you ever kissed a ]
before ?
Pauline: (falteringly): Y—yes.
Herman (excited): Tell me his n
so I can thrash him.
Pauline: But-but-he might be
many for you. J?
'When do leaves begin'^featurn ?"
night before examfe.. starts."
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